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Moonshine Inc. is a rule set for 5E Dungeons & Dragons. It is designed to run fairly standalone (i.e. if you don’t have online play this can be run by the players as a one-off encounter). The rule set features a fully developed campaign for the player characters and a grand
campaign for the giants called the ‘Moonshine Inc. Giant Invasion of Earth’. The adventure is set in an alternate modern day sci-fi world, a world where human-Giant encounters are common. The campaign has a strong focus on the hard science fiction aspects of the world
and the resulting technology and horrors that exist in a hidden subterranean realm beneath the surface of the Earth. System Requirements: Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 or newer Minimum: 3 GB RAM Processor: Intel Pentium4 2 GHz or equivalent Graphics:
DirectX 10 Compatible with latest drivers, a DX10 card is recommended Recommended: An internet connection The recommended minimum system requirements are based on the 4 GB of available memory, as well as the minimum graphics requirements to run the
Adventure Launcher and the included tutorial. A DirectX10 compatible graphics card is also highly recommended. To run Moonshine Inc. on Windows Vista and Windows 7, a DirectX9 graphics driver is required. System Requirements PDF Ethan Christopher has been out of the
world too long, and now, the world is coming back to him... Ethan Christopher has been out of the world too long, and now, the world is coming back to him. Ethan has committed a crime during his fifteen years of absence, and his disappearance was never explained. He now
must account for himself to the authorities, and find a way to rectify his mistakes. But Ethan Christopher is a man in a world where nothing is what it seems. What is his relation to the cosmic beings that inhabit the skies, the realm he has grown up in? Deeper mysteries await
in The Awakening, and it is up to Ethan Christopher to solve them. Awards 2011: White Dwarf #27 - The Best of 2011 for Best Villain 2012: Authors Guild - Best Adventure 2013: Out of the Abyss Reader's Choice Awards - Reader's Choice 2013: IndieRPG Awards Best Horror
Game 2014: Best Small Press of the Year for Moonshine Inc. The Awakening is an adventure intended for characters from 1st to 3rd

Features Key:
Advanced Multiplayer Gameplay. 1 Player, 3 Modes, Online and Local Multiplayer. Optional Co-Op for up to 4 players.

Multiple Maps and Game Modes. Choose between Team and Free for one on one matches. With the ability to spawn additional teams from manual addition or online teams.

Player statistics. Customize a Player

Share and trade trophies, achievements, and items through our awards system

Easily and quickly create your own levels using the Multi-world Editor

Automatic resumable rounds with 5 stage selection

Use weapons with more than 10 shots and Grenade Launcher. Set pre-defined properties for each weapon.

6 player presets.

Rock and Ruin map with a Hard mode option.

Recommended Devices: Desktop, Laptop Whiskey Bravo

Whiskey Bravo Game Links:

Steam - Digital
iTunes App Store
Google Play Store
Facebook
Twitter
YouTube
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